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Hunter

2021-09-16

history is lost america is no more and only a few safe places remain ranger quinn thought that morning would be like so
many others a hangover a day off before going back to work keeping the lower levels of zion city safe from itself but a
crime so horrific so brutal in its execution turns those mundane expectations around an investigation into the death of a
senior leader in their underground utopia safe from the harsh radioactive wastelands beyond their walls forces quinn
beyond that safety and into the world outside following the trail of the killers between the pockets of surviving
humanity quinn soon learns that not all is well beyond the walls but the same could be said about zion city experience the
start of a harrowing post apocalyptic series from the bestselling author of after it happened perfect for fans of the fallout
games bobby adair and t w piperbrook also on audible narrated by r c bray after it happened hell divers

World on Fire

2021-04-16

the exciting second book in a post apocalyptic survival series that will leave you on the edge of your seat it s perfect for
fans of world war z fallout and mockingjay coming q2 2021

Extraction

2018

ben joel allie and their dog gunner have faced down foes of all descriptions in their odyssey across the emp ravaged
country in search of their families now as they approach the final leg of their journey the stakes are raised with no way of
knowing what danger lurks ahead they encounter a new and never ending gauntlet of challenges and threats their
ability to work as a team is tested anew and they realize survival in this new world will require them all to make
sacrifices joel and allie are forced to grow up fast in a world that offers little forgiveness for mistakes will the physical and
mental demands be too much for them to handle will ben s army training and survival skills get them through and allow
them to reunite with family or will this be the last road they travel together

Traitor

2021-10-29

quinn now keeping unexpected company returns to jackson to find his friends had been and gone facing a choice of north
or south of home or unfamiliar territory he has to make the tough call and deal with the consequences rivera and
valentina are in helena where they struggle to tell allies from enemies the race is on to get back to zion and uncover the
traitor before disaster strikes operating in the open the game of telling friend from foe becomes deadly don t miss book 2
in a harrowing post apocalyptic series from the bestselling author of after it happened perfect for fans of the fallout games
bobby adair and t w piperbrook
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The World Over

2021-02-25

the world ended once she won t let it happen again eight years ago the world as we know it ended now the last us
government stronghold has sent a military recon team from camp david to the bombed out city of seattle but the mission
turns deadly when a horde of horrifying mutant creatures are released onto the streets oliver marcus and trisha pike the
only survivors of their nine man team are rescued by a group of scavengers led by their superhuman leader river
kingston driven by the need to find her lost husband river is drawn in by mycroft the invisible puppet master behind
new texas who promises her answers in exchange for favors but as the world continues to warp and change around her
river becomes more and more wrapped up in the secrets and lies of post apocalyptic politics that will ultimately
determine the difference between life and death for the people she promised to protect because even with humanity
dangling by a thread people still like to have power and they still like to abuse it don t miss this harrowing post
apocalyptic survival series that will leave you on the edge of your seat it s perfect for fans of world war z fallout and
mockingjay grab your copy today

Republic of Ruin

2021-01-27

forget life liberty and the pursuit of happiness surviving is a feat in and of itself seventeen year old ellie hudson immerses
herself in the few things the supply wars haven t destroyed her ranch work and secret baseball games with her best
friend but her power hungry stepmother is leading a group of domestic terrorists in an effort to start another civil war
and frame ellie as the instigator ellie s lost her father her home and her country but nothing can rob her of her need to
preserve the american dream or what s left of it don t miss book 1 in a post apocalyptic survival series with a dark fairy
tale spin it s a home run read for fans of the maze runner the lunar chronicles and the selection series

World of Ashes

2021-05-18

river issues a 24 hour evacuation notice for athens but emmett brown is 12 hours away at the long lake camp when the
text comes in while preparing for the long ride home emmett is interrupted by the arrival of his old mentor one a new
texas knight and former navy seal but with the knights implicated in river s disappearance emmett has to determine
whether one in an old friend or a new enemy in new texas river s mia status threatens international stability leading
secretary of state aiden stone to join the military unit dispatched to the old mcchord afb in tacoma wa while there he
reveals a shocking discovery river kingston might actually be eryn stone aidan s younger sister who went missing after
the camp winslow massacre five years ago unfortunately river s village isn t the only settlement remaining in the seattle
tacoma area whidbey island is still around and they don t take kindly to trespassers the heart stopping finale in the stone
world saga is here it s perfect for fans of world war z fallout and mockingjay

Flashpoint

2023-03-04

if your life dissolved in a flash would you be strong enough to survive half of the earth s population has been wiped out
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impossible to predict or stop the gamma ray burst tore through the earth like a bullet its radiation wave killing hundreds
of millions and the aftereffects ensuring the deaths of billions more now as the world crumbles around them a ragtag
group of survivors make for the only home they know the small town of mercy spared the worst of the grb s effects the
town is isolated safe and self sufficient for now the flash hasn t just decimated the earth s population though it s brought
out the worst in many of those who are still alive survival in this new world doesn t just depend on preparedness it
depends on strength it s the one disaster no one can plan for a rogue cosmic event called a gamma ray burst sending a
spike of radiation through the earth like a 50 caliber bullet through a ripe watermelon it s speculated that such an event
hit the earth at some point in the past causing a mass extinction event with two potential sources for a grb pointed
directly at our heads the chances of another one happening in our lifetime is remote but still possible in flashpoint we
explore such an event and the havoc it would wreak across the entire planet from destroying our atmosphere to millions
dying from incredibly painful radiation exposure a grb would be unpredictable and unavoidable for everyone rich and
poor prepared and unprepared alike flashpoint is a six book miniseries like event written by tara ellis and 1 best selling
post apocalyptic author mike kraus this thrilling post apocalyptic survival series will have you second guessing the very
nature of post apocalyptic disaster scenarios and leave you breathless with every turn of the page this complete edition of
this series consists of all six books in the flashpoint series

Resistance

2018-07-08

how far would you go for family as ben joel allie and their dog gunner continue their trek across the emp ravaged
country constant challenges face them at every turn the struggle to get through the post apocalyptic wasteland in an
effort to find allie s dad in pittsburgh and reunite with joel s brother and sister in maryland tests ben s abilities as a former
army ranger but the teenagers have trials of their own namely coming to terms with their lost youth as they are forced
to grow up fast and make some tough decisions and as the group passes through one devastated town after another it
becomes apparent that only the strong and prepared will survive in these dangerous days from kidnappers to roadblocks it
seems it s every man for himself in this dangerous new world are there any good people left or is this dark road one they
have to travel alone

America Offline

2020-03-02

a devastating cyber attack a deadly winter storm and a lone man who will stop at nothing to save his familythe largest
snowstorm in a hundred years is barreling down on the northern united states when it hits it will bring over a meter of
snow and numbing arctic winds some are prepared most are not but something infinitely more dangerous is also on its
way a multi pronged cyber attack that will destroy the power grid crippling the country at the worst possible moment
like millions of others ex cop nate bauer and his family are bracing for the coming storm unaware that it will test them in
ways they could never have imagined for hidden deep within the malignant code lies an even greater threat one that
holds the potential to destroy america forever in the end only a single question will matter when the lights go out for
good who will have what it takes to survive

Crimson Nation

2021-03-24
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the vultures don t fear death they feed off it and their appetite is insatiable savannah knows the ravenous bloodlust of the
vultures first hand and she s doing everything she can to avoid being dragged back into the volatile melee her parents are
creating but can she stop them without succumbing to bloodlust herself kestrel becomes fiercely protective of her wards
and the man who holds her heart while the whole of rock ridge wants to use him as retribution how can she protect her
family from both friends and foes ellie s steadfast allegiance to her country is called into question with scandalous
revelations about her past shaking her confidence as explosions echo throughout the town can she and those who know
and love her move forward in this new knowledge between the blood bombs and belladonna these three patriots have to
unite to save the country they love or they ll end up buried beneath the rubble of a broken nation don t miss the epic
finale of the legacy of debris trilogy

Escaping Extinction - The Extinction Series Book 5

2021-04-25

the jungle hides many secrets waiting to be discovered as allies become enemies and the final countdown begins in book 5
the penultimate chapter of the extinction series tired of the usual post apocalyptic story welcome to your new addiction
an underwater explosion devastates a chain of islands a mysterious illness begins to spring up across the world earthquakes
shatter the west coast causing untold damage and loss of life to the ordinary observer these events appear random and
coincidental but for some they re all pieces of a global puzzle that leads to one conclusion the end of humanity in a
desperate race against time the survivors must not only survive but learn to adapt to an insidious set of foes each more
dangerous than the last from the 1 best selling post apocalyptic author mike kraus writing with best seller tara ellis comes
a terrifying post apocalyptic survival thriller tale that s guaranteed to keep you up at night point of extinction is a 6 book
post apocalyptic survival thriller series from the authors of flashpoint final dawn surviving the fall and storm s fury with
a deep emphasis on characters and real world science this post apoc tale will keep you reading well into the night

Point of Extinction - The Extinction Series Book 1

2021-04-25

an ancient killer a nation torn apart one woman will stop at nothing to save her family or die trying tired of the usual post
apocalyptic story welcome to your new addiction an underwater explosion devastates a chain of islands a mysterious
illness begins to spring up across the world earthquakes shatter the west coast causing untold damage and loss of life to the
ordinary observer these events appear random and coincidental but for some they re all pieces of a global puzzle that leads
to one conclusion the end of humanity in a desperate race against time the survivors must not only survive but learn to
adapt to an insidious set of foes each more dangerous than the last from the 1 best selling post apocalyptic author mike
kraus writing with best seller tara ellis comes a terrifying post apocalyptic survival thriller tale that s guaranteed to keep
you up at night point of extinction is a 6 book post apocalyptic survival thriller series from the authors of flashpoint final
dawn surviving the fall and storm s fury with a deep emphasis on characters and real world science this post apoc tale
will keep you reading well into the night

The Descent

2020-10-23

twenty years ago the black flu decimated the population of the world the infected died and then rose again as flesh eating
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zombies the uk s response was to create safe zones providing sanctuary for those that survived chloe only barely made it
to safety and now her daughter sammie wants to go outside when sammie makes a discovery that could bring hope to all
the survivors one man s twisted greed turns that dream into a nightmare don t miss the great stopping second installment
of the safe zone trilogy

One In The Hand

2022-01-05

john beck is a man possessed but can he right the wrongs without succumbing to his own demons after barely surviving
his wounds the legendary john beck is at the mercy of others will he listen to their counsel or will he defy their wishes
and again set out on a fool s errand it s a mission that could just as easily undo the good he s done as it might redeem him
once and for all in an unforgiving world where the real power lies with those who take it from those not strong enough
to hold on one in the hand is book three in the crusader emp post apocalyptic series and is perfect for fans of kyla stone
franklin horton ar shaw ryan schow and jack hunt

Savage North Chronicles: The Complete Post-Apocalyptic Survival Series Books
1-6

2020-11-10

prepare to feel the cold in your bones in this soul stirring series about six strangers who face the horrors of a virus ravaged
world and the hope love and family they find in one another along the way these are the savage north chronicles over 2
000 pages of superhuman abilities harrowing adventures and heartwarming moments that will give you all the feels
what readers are saying one of the most beautiful series ever read amazon reviewer you feel the lump in your throat the
tears in your eyes and the fullness in your heart that s what these characters this series gives to me jennifer g vine voice i
was obsessively in love carol goodreads addict reviews the chemistry between elle and jackson smolders amazon
reviewer at roughly 3am i knew sleep was not happening amazon reviewer savage north chronicles reading order 1 the
darkest winter elle haunting shadows are nothing new to elle st james she s been running from them all her life but since
the outbreak spread from the lower forty eight new monsters lurk in the darkness after elle wakes from the fever
capable of horrific deeds she fears she s one of them jackson after the world goes mad and takes his family with it jackson
mitchell tosses aside his badge and decides a bottle of bourbon and the depths of despair are preferable to any semblance of
living all of that changes however when a group of young survivors are in dire need of his help and jackson sacrifices his
blissful oblivion in order to keep them safe brought together under the worst possible circumstances elle and jackson must
face the inexplicable realities of the new world their past lives are over and the arctic isn t all that s savage anymore 2 the
longest night prequel novella life seemed complicated for sophie when she had teen pregnancy and her squeaky clean
reputation as the mayor s daughter to worry about now everything is changed bloodcurdling screams pierce the night air
and lurid memories haunt feverish dreams alex is the new kid from the wrong side of the tracks and it s all he can do to
keep his head down until his eighteenth birthday when he can leave his life in foster care behind him but alex doesn t
realize he and the quiet girl from class with lonely blue eyes are fated in the most impossible way imaginable 3 midnight
sun the six of them survived the alaskan winter after the virus devastated the north but summer in the land of the
midnight sun is fraught with a brutality of its own long grueling days mosquito ridden evenings and woods with lurking
shadows more dangerous than grizzlies 4 fading shadows crazed survivors and ability hungry madmen aren t the only
repercussions of the virus and when a new unforeseen danger threatens the townspeople kat must embrace her
unharnessed ability she s been trying for years to avoid 5 untamed beau has learned to embrace his ability but when he
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loses his best friend beau s world crumbles all over again brokenhearted he embarks on a transformative journey of self
discovery fraught with danger and adventure and most unexpectedly love but the scars left in the wake of the virus run
deeper than beau can possibly imagine 6 unbroken thea fears the moment she ll have to use her telekinesis again after all
the mere flick of her wrist in the heat of the moment could prove fatal for someone she loves and she already has enough
blood on her hands to last her a lifetime so thea jumps at the chance to shrug off the shadows of her youth and prove to
herself she s unbroken hunter and thea have never gotten along and three weeks together could be hunter s undoing just
not in the way he s expecting keywords a post apocalyptic survival action adventure series science fiction and fantasy
survival fiction superhuman supernatural super powers for fans of the stand by stephen king the arcana chronicles by
kresley cole the great alone by kristin hannah in the ending series world by lindsey fairleigh lindsey pogue lindsey
sparks pandemic and virus outbreak gritty apocalypse and horror setting science fiction and genetic engineering

Surviving Extinction - The Extinction Series Book 6

2021-04-25

all roads lead to one end as the forces of good and evil come together in a mind blowing conclusion in book 6 of the
extinction series tired of the usual post apocalyptic story welcome to your new addiction an underwater explosion
devastates a chain of islands a mysterious illness begins to spring up across the world earthquakes shatter the west coast
causing untold damage and loss of life to the ordinary observer these events appear random and coincidental but for some
they re all pieces of a global puzzle that leads to one conclusion the end of humanity in a desperate race against time the
survivors must not only survive but learn to adapt to an insidious set of foes each more dangerous than the last from the 1
best selling post apocalyptic author mike kraus writing with best seller tara ellis comes a terrifying post apocalyptic
survival thriller tale that s guaranteed to keep you up at night point of extinction is a 6 book post apocalyptic survival
thriller series from the authors of flashpoint final dawn surviving the fall and storm s fury with a deep emphasis on
characters and real world science this post apoc tale will keep you reading well into the night

Thrive

2018-09-22

because the lies are comfortable the truth is horrifying cracks in the facade of a perfectly planned city begin to surface
secrets told to keep the citizens safe turn out to be lies to keep them in line those in power manipulate from the shadows
behind whispers and fear as a military general he promised to keep his people safe when an order for the unthinkable
comes through rhun makes the hard sacrificial call to leave everything behind

Vacation from Hell

2020-12-13

a bad day off is better than a good day at work at least that s what seth thought until his dream vacation of visiting a civil
war battleground came to life unfortunately the dead soldiers that had been lying in peace had a hundred year hunger to
feed follow seth and his family to see if they can escape the dead
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Age of Survival

2020-10-13

when an emp attack plunges the nation into darkness the days of panic have only just begun about to leave for army basic
training peter meier awakens to a society on the edge of collapse but when three strangers wander onto his family s
backwoods property in rural wisconsin a shocking turn of events plunges his world into turmoil meanwhile in the
nearby town of bowman mayor tom grossman must work tirelessly to maintain a sense of calm with no power cars or
phones will he be able to quell the rising tensions and keep the townsfolk composed or will the entire region unravel into
madness in the midst of the disaster age of survival is an exciting post apocalyptic emp survival thriller featuring regular
people struggling to survive after an emp perfect for fans of books by kyla stone jack hunt grace hamilton harley tate t l
payne and other authors of emp prepper fiction series this book series contains some strong language and graphic
depictions of violence

The Precipice - the Thrilling Post-Apocalyptic Survival Series

2017-07-20

it s been days since the terrorist attack and the nation has torn itself apart food and medicine are scarce and daily life has
become a struggle for survival two survivors thrust together in the most unlikely of circumstances travel from maine to
tennessee in search of family but as they travel the scarred land they are about to discover that this attack has a far more
insidious purpose than they first realized frank richards has been an accountant for most of his life but when the economy
took a turn for the worse he was forced to take the only job he could find driving tractor trailers cross country thanks to
his parents being dyed in the wool prepper and survival experts he s learned enough to keep him alive if he wants to
make it from maine to texas though he ll have to figure out how to get along with the mysterious stranger that he s
picked up along the way with skills as strange as her background linda s far more prepared than frank to survive in a
fallen world but in a world with no safety no security and no sanctuary it takes more than one person to survive no
sanctuary is a post apocalyptic thriller survival series that asks the what if question that lurks in the back of everyone s
mind what if there was another attack what if it was larger than any other what would you do if it came without
warning no sanctuary is planned to be a series that will contain 7 novel length books published once every 4 6 weeks

Shattered State

2021-02-23

this war is anything but civil with the signing of the knotwood treaty rock ridge begins to etch out a new normal
between baseball games with johnny and working on the ranch ellie is rebuilding her country at captain wyatt s side
meanwhile kestrel has found a home at hudson ranch as she works as a medical assistant alongside her mother for the
wyatts but the motives of traitors shatter the fragile treaty harboring ellie s hope of finding peace or blessings of liberty in
the aftermath of the devastation vulture spies savagely rip away that hope along with kestrel now ellie is thrust back into
the war and faces an impossible decision to go after kestrel and leave rock ridge vulnerable to another terrorist attack or
risk losing one of the only friends she has left in the world don t miss book 2 in a post apocalyptic survival series with a
dark fairy tale spin it s perfect for fans of the maze runner the lunar chronicles and the selection series
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America Offline: Citadel (A Post-Apocalyptic Survival Series)

2022-03-25

at last reunited nate and his family agree to head south for the citadel a place they hope will be a sanctuary from the
horrors of everyday life in america throughout the country nuclear power plants continue to spew clouds of deadly
radiation and a record snowfall keeps starving civilians trapped in urban areas ruled by criminal gangs within this hellish
landscape and against all odds nate and the other members of the northern patriots league seek to lay the foundations for a
new kind of america one truly forged on the ideals of freedom equality and self determination amassing against them is a
powerful force that seeks to destroy the citadel and everything it stands for at stake is a battle over the very soul of the
nation will it move toward the light or be consumed by darkness

Undone

2021-02-22

edge of the seat intensity from usa today bestselling author ar shaw sometimes you just have to fight though she prepared
her most precious commodity is taken from her with pure will sloane delaney finds a way to fight back kent finds despite
his lack of skills he ll do anything to save those he s come to love wren lives through a horror no one imagined starts off
with a bang and continues with nonstop action to an unbelievable ending ar shaw is a master storyteller this series is a
must read best of class post apocalyptic writing write faster please start the journey get your copy today

Edge of Fear

2021-03-24

one survivor s secret changes everything at the end of edge of disaster luke finds his daughter sierra face down in the
snow now luke wants revenge as the cult tries to reassemble under new leadership luke and his allies work together to
end the cult s reign of terror he ll do whatever it takes to protect what s left of his family even if it means sacrificing
himself meanwhile derek s keeping a huge secret he s tempted to share it with luke and his family but telling them
could destroy his means of survival as nuclear winter closes in derek must make the ultimate choice between rugged
individualism and strength in numbers don t miss the exciting conclusion to the american fallout series edge of fear is
book 3 in the thrilling post apocalyptic survival prepper emp fiction series american fallout

All for One

2023-02-18

one last crusade one more time into the fray one last chance to live free or die john beck cannot rest his longtime friend
and compatriot is in trouble half a continent away in a decaying metropolis under authoritarian rule he must leave the
safety and comfort of his new rural life and repay old debts he and those closest to him will either succeed or they will
die trying all for one is the epic conclusion of the crusader emp post apocalyptic survival series and is perfect for fans of
franklin horton ryan schow kyla stone jack hunt and ar shaw
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Fallout

2018-08-14

would this be your final stand the journey continues for ben his son joel joel s classmate allie and their dog gunner as they
struggle with the harsh realities of this dangerous new world forging their way past countless obstacles both natural and
manmade they slowly make their way across the country never knowing where they will sleep or what challenges lie
ahead but the drive to reunite with family pushes them toward the east coast setbacks wait around every turn ben and
his crew must adapt and overcome honing their survival skills as they are repeatedly forced to fight for their lives will
ben s army training get them to their loved ones in time or will the dark road take its toll

Age of Panic

2020-11-13

during the aftermath of an emp attack one town must fight for its very survival following a riot that ended in disaster the
residents of bowman grapple to gain stability in an increasingly unstable world but when peter meier and the members
of his homestead spot an incoming envoy it is soon suspected that the head government official is not who he says he is
worse there is speculation about a plot to oust mayor tom grossman and overtake the town meanwhile an unexpected ally
approaches peter at the homestead with plans to work together to defend bowman will they keep their property safe and
secure while helping to expel the enemy or will they fail to ward off the infiltrators allowing bowman to fall into
nefarious hands age of panic is an exciting post apocalyptic emp survival thriller featuring regular people struggling to
survive after an emp perfect for fans of books by kyla stone jack hunt grace hamilton harley tate t l payne and other
authors of emp prepper fiction series this book series contains some strong language and graphic depictions of violence

Breakdown

2018-05-07

do you have what it takes to survive ben davis was prepared for disaster he just didn t know it would come so soon he
and his teenage son joel are miles deep in the backcountry of the san juan mountains when high altitude nuclear
electromagnetic detonations light up the pre dawn sky ben joel and their dog gunner must make their way home or to
whatever s left of it on foot without the ability to communicate with his ex wife in maryland ben has no idea if joel s
brother and sister are okay the two decide they have no options but to head east before their journey begins they venture
into town to check ben s outdoor store for supplies and discover one of joel s classmates allie alone and in desperate need of
help when ben realizes allie s flight attendant mother is most likely dead and her father lives in pittsburgh he knows he
has to take her with them ben must use the skills he learned as an army ranger many years ago to survive the post
apocalyptic world they now live in can he keep himself and two teenagers safe as they navigate the dark and dangerous
road ahead

Epoch's End

2022-12-26

a disaster in the north atlantic a father and daughter caught in the middle a desperate struggle for survival where each
step may be the last tired of the usual post apocalyptic tale welcome to your new addiction 1 best selling post apocalyptic
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author mike kraus brings a new gripping tale of destruction survival and humanity in his first solo project in 4 years in
the north atlantic a massive fissure in the sea floor has opened up and an underground reservoir is releasing quadrillions of
gallons of water into the oceans a dozen naval ships investigating this strange anomaly are sunk leaving one scientist and
his daughter as the only survivors as unforeseen consequences spread from the anomalous rupture those on both land and
sea are faced with the reality that life in the world is rapidly changing as the current epoch ends and a new one begins
mike kraus muonic press are the 1 selling indie press publishing post apocalyptic tales for good reason since capturing
audience s attention with final dawn in 2012 kraus has captivated and delighted his readers both with his solo projects like
surviving the fall and no sanctuary and with his co authored projects with authors like justin bell jj pike tara ellis kenny
soward and others on titles such as zero hour melt flashpoint and weathering the storm this complete edition of epoch s
end collects all 7 books from the original series into one convenient package

America Offline: End Game (A Post-Apocalyptic Survival Series) (America
Offline Book 4)

2022-08-11

still reeling from nate s imprisonment and betrayal at the hands of a trusted member of the community the residents of
the citadel face a dire situation earl and his depraved followers are on a mission to revive the old world as it used to be a
world of corruption excess and tyranny the stakes couldn t be higher not only for the citadel but for the entire country
will the tenuous american experiment continue or will it be ground under the sole of earl s boot once and for all

The Ashes of the Unknown

2022-09-28

he came home to a town in turmoil and a brother he thought he d lost forever but like an emp strike family ties wield
immeasurable power cody banks destroyed his life before enlisting in the marines but tough decisions in america drained
the military s resources leaving the nation vulnerable to attack when cody s detachment returns to a powerless country
he finds himself steeped in the blood of a brand new war his enemies are swift brutal and at times scattered but to get
back to burning hollow he must crawl through the middle of hell the battle for freedom is just beginning with casualties
mounting and parts of the holler in ruin the tides of power shift once more ushering in an unexpected horror enemies
posing as saviors the national guard has shown up in burning hollow but are they friend or foe while rowdy and taylor
fight to keep their family together the cartel descends on the small town with a new more terrifying agenda in place but
vengeance is a cruel mistress that cuts both ways and not everyone will survive pablo santiago s wrath who will defend
burning hollow from its many enemies with unknown forces at war around them and bad factions posing as good how
can normal citizens tell friend from enemy if the town is to survive a vindictive brother a bloodthirsty cartel a skilled
vigilante and an encroaching army they must form a stronghold able to withstand asymmetric warfare and sabotage but is
this a case of too little too late or do they have a fighting chance will there even be an america left standing at the end of
this war will an emp strike and a collapsed society deliver a fatal blow to burning hollow or will its citizens dig in protect
their homesteads and safeguard the community with enemies everywhere and a full scale apocalypse on the horizon will
they have what it takes to survive would you experience usa today bestselling author and 1 post apocalyptic fiction author
ryan schow at his very best in the series early readers are calling the perfect escape blend of yellowstone legends of the
fall and the apocalypse pre order the entire series and get each new book the moment it arrives this 5 book post
apocalyptic survival series has no coarse language explicit sex scenes plagues or zombies but does contain some mild
violence similar to that of a pg 13 action and adventure film perfect for fans of a g riddle kyla stone franklin horton jack
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hunt boyd craven and bobby akart suitable for ages 13 and up books in this series the burning hollow the ashes of the
unknown a confluence of tyrants the resurgence of patriots a cold reckoning

FLEE - Melt Book 7

2023-04-06

melt has gone global threatening humanity s very existence while some choose to fight others choose to save their own
skin a new intensely thrilling series melt has received unanimous praise from beta readers and early reviewers alike
written by kate pickford and mike kraus melt examines a part of our world that we often take for granted add in a dash of
real science and a glimpse of what the future might hold in store and you re presented with the recipe for melt a
frighteningly real post apocalyptic thriller melt is a novel length series will be released on a monthly basis

36 Hours

2016-08-07

what would you doif a voice was screaming in your head get ready for a catastrophic event of epic proportions with no
idea where to start or how or when this is a true story it just hasn t happened yet a new dystopian post apocalyptic fiction
series from six time best selling author bobby akart the boston brahmin series and the prepping for tomorrow series the
characters depicted in the blackout series are fictional the events however are based upon fact this is not the story of
preppers with stockpiles of food weapons and a hidden bunker this is the story of colton ryman his stay at home wife
madison and their teenage daughter alex in 36 hours the ryman family and the rest of the world will be thrust into the
darkness of a post apocalyptic world a catastrophic solar flare an emp a threat from above to america s soft underbelly
below is hurtling toward our planet the rymans have never heard of preppers and have no concept of what prepping
entails but they re learning while they run out of time their faith will be tested their freedom will be threatened but
their family will survive an emp naturally generated from our sun in the form of a solar flare has happened before and it
will happen again in only 36 hours this is a story about how our sun the planet s source of life can also devastate our
modern world it s a story about panic chaos and the final straws that shattered an already thin veneer of civility it is a
warning to us all never underestimate the depravity of man what would you do when the clock strikes zero midnight is
forever note this book does not contain strong language it is intended to entertain and inform audiences of all ages
including teen and young adults although some scenes depict the realistic threat our nation faces from a devastating solar
flare and the societal collapse which will result in the aftermath it does not contain graphic scenes typical of other books in
the post apocalyptic genre

Survive: A Post-Apocalyptic Alien Survival Series

2018-10-13

a new colony of humans but are they truly human their whole life has been one big experiment but the relationships the
love and the loss have been real surviving the wasteland was only the beginning and meeting the founders only brought
rhun and jordan more questions they
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Edge of Disaster

2017-11-05

luke has managed to get within sixty miles of his family s bug out location though he continues to struggle against new
threats nothing will keep luke from getting back to his family not even the people who stand in his way liz struggles to
defend the cabin from the preacher and his men with too much land to cover and not enough resources she reluctantly
teams up with other people in the canyon their thread bare agreement might not hold up under pressure but it s better
than nothing liz will do whatever it takes to protect her kids one day luke will return home but until then she s ready to
take up arms against anyone who threatens them

CHARGE - MELT Book 9

2023-04-07

melt goes worldwide as phase ii of the melt series continues in early 2020 a new intensely thrilling series melt has
received unanimous praise from beta readers and early reviewers alike written by kate pickford and mike kraus melt
examines a part of our world that we often take for granted add in a dash of real science and a glimpse of what the future
might hold in store and you re presented with the recipe for melt a frighteningly real post apocalyptic thriller phase ii of
melt will continue to be extra long novels approximately 4 6 books in length

Age of Revival

2020-12-10

an emp has sent the country into chaos and the final battle for the small town of bowman has begun after regaining
control over bowman mayor tom grossman works swiftly to put the head infiltrator daniel prange on trial but when one
of prange s men escapes custody it s soon clear that the mayor must beef up defenses in anticipation of one final full scale
attack the enemy intends to not only extract prange but wipe bowman off the map meanwhile peter meier and those on
his homestead work to harvest in preparation for the coming winter but when armed camouflaged men move into the
area and engage in a fight with peter and his crew it s quickly determined that a worst case scenario is hurtling toward
them will peter ward off the attackers or will he and his allies lose their homestead and their very lives and will mayor
grossman and the rest of the residents of bowman survive the final onslaught or will they become nothing more than a
vassal in the cartel s growing empire age of revival is an exciting post apocalyptic emp survival thriller featuring regular
people struggling to survive after an emp perfect for fans of books by kyla stone jack hunt grace hamilton harley tate t l
payne and other authors of emp prepper fiction series this book series contains some strong language and graphic
depictions of violence

BURN - Melt Book 4

2023-04-05

manhattan is falling apart and with it so are the people including alice and bill and at their remote cabin new
developments require critical decisions to save the life of a loved one a new intensely thrilling series melt has received
unanimous praise from beta readers and early reviewers alike written by kate pickford and mike kraus melt examines a
part of our world that we often take for granted add in a dash of real science and a glimpse of what the future might hold
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in store and you re presented with the recipe for melt a frighteningly real post apocalyptic thriller melt is a novel length
series will be released on a monthly basis

After the Outbreak

2017-10

could you push past your limits to survive the apocalypse after the deadliest virus known to man law and order have
collapsed the surviving few are left to fight their way through the ashes of civilization chaos reigns what if your
preparations weren t enough nick thought he was ready he has a lodge in the mountains in new mexico packed full of
supplies and ammo he thought he could protect his family but the virus took them anyway soon he finds others that rely
on him with everything lost can he find the strength in himself to go on could you face your greatest fears liz is trapped
in albuquerque a dangerous battle rages gunshots and explosions ring out she doesn t have long to live if she stays the
only way out is through the mountains and there s only one man who can take her but can she put her faith in a stranger
s promise only a few survived the outbreak but that was just the beginning now they ll have to fight harder than ever to
stay alive after the outbreak is book 1 in a post apocalyptic thriller series about people pushing past their limits as they try
to survive the end of the world
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